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Stability Analysis of Golden Section Adaptive Control System
based on Multivariable Characteristic Model
CHEN Lei, SHEN Shao-ping
 ( Automation Department, Xiamen University, Xiamen 361005 China )
Abstract: This paper investigates the closed-loop system stability of golden section adaptive control law based on multivariable
characteristic model. For double input-output characteristic model with parameters taking values from predefined, a
sufficient condition of induced matrix 1 norm of discrete systems is used to guarantee the exponential stability of closed-
loop system. The results not only show the stability but also give a method to determine the adjustable parameters of
golden section adaptive control law. Finally the numerical simulation of TDRS validates the stability.
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1  Introduction
The golden section adaptive control based on
characteristic model was proposed by Wu Hongxin[1].
Significant progresses in both theories and applica-
t ions  have been made in  past  two decades .  The
characteristic model based golden section adaptive
control is aimed at designing engineering-oriented
adapt ive control ,  which does not  depend on the
explicit dynamic model of the system and requires to
ident i fy  and adapt  only  a  few parameters .  Many
successful applications of the characteristic model based
golden section adaptive control has been found in
various industries[2].  In particular, its application in
the att i tude control  of a mult i-body satel l i te with
flexible structures is  most accurate.  Characterist ic
model depicts the high order l inear t ime-invariant
and nonlinear systems through low order linear time-
varying model .  I t  is  proved in Ref .  [3]  that  when
stimulated by the same input and the sampling time
is small enough, by proper choice of characteristic
model parameters, the characteristic model will have
the same output as the original linear time-invariant
system. Though the method is successful in practice,
the stability of the overall system remains the most
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challenging problem. Qi Chunzi studied the stability
of  two-input-two-output golden sect ion feedback
control system based on the Lyapunov analysis method
for l inear time-varying discrete system [4].  However,
the model  in Ref .  [4]  only  considered one s ingle
channel coupling and the Lyapunov functions as it
presented were extremely complicated, which would
be more complicated if intercoupling was involved.
Ref. [5] provided the method of interval t ime-
varying system as well as the necessary and sufficient
condition for its stability. Applying this method, the
sufficient condition for the stabil ity of hypersonic
vehicle was also given. In ref. [5], when the l inear
feedback controller was used in the feedback loop,
with some conservation, the closed loop system was
viewed as a  c lass  of  interval  t ime-varying system
defined by a number of free time-varying parameters
taking values from predefined intervals.
S imi lar ly ,  in this  paper ,  mult ivar iable charac-
teristic model based golden section adaptive control
system is viewed as a class of interval time-varying
system def ined by a number of free t ime-varying
parameters. These free parameters take values from
predefined intervals. The sufficient condition for the
stability of this class of system is used to guarantee
the exponent ia l  s tabi l i ty .  This  paper a lso g ives a
method to determine the adjustable parameters of
golden section adaptive control law.
2  The Closed Loop System
The key idea of the characteristic modeling is to
model  the  p lant  based not  only  on the  dynamic
characteristic of the plant but also the control per-
formance requirements.  According to the require-
ment of the control problem, the characteristic model
for double input-output system with intercoupling is
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w h e r e Ttutut )](),([)( 21=u a n d
Ttytyt )](),([)( 21=y
denote respectively the input and output of the system;
1h ,and 2h , are  coupl ing coeff ic ients ;and the t ime-









































which was derived in Ref .  [4] .
Considering the characteristic model, the golden
































where 618.0,382.0 21 == LL  are golden section
coefficients; )(1 tλ and )(2 tλ  are adjustable parameters.
)(1̂1 tα , )(1̂2 tα ,  )(1̂ tβ ,  )(ˆ1 th ,  )(2̂1 tα , )(2̂2 tα , )(2̂ tβ ,
and )(ˆ2 th  are the estimated values of the correspond-
ing coefficients in eq. (1). The coefficients are esti-





















































2estλ  a r e  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s
satisfying 0,10 21 ><< estest λλ ; ][Pr xo  represents the
orthogonal projection from x  to the bounded closed
convex set D .  The block diagram of system is  in
F igure  1 .
Figure 1  The Block Diagram of System
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The closed loop system which consists of the
characteristic model (1) and the golden section adap-
tive control law can be written as
)()()1( ttt xAx =+ ,                                (4)
where
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In Ref. [4], the adjustable parameters )(tlλ  were






, )(1 tfl  and
)(2 tf l  respect ive ly  be longed to  [ -1 .9974 ,  0 .0929]
and  [ -0 .722 ,  0 .999 ] .
Based on the assumption in Ref. [4], )(1 tfl  and
)(2 tf l  c a n  s a t i s f y  0929.0)(0 1 << tf l ,
)(1)()( 121 tftftf lll −<< ,  i f  )(tlλ  a r e  a d j u s t e d
appropriately. Furthermore, because lh  are coupling
coeff ic ients  which are  pos i t ive  and usual ly  much
s m a l l e r  t h a n  1lα , 2lα ,  i t  c a n  b e  a s s u m e d  t h a t
121 <++ lll hαα . Then according to the adjusted )(tlλ ,
the maximum of )(tH l  i s  0 .064.
3  The Stability of The Closed Loop
System
In Ref. [5] a sufficient condition was presented
for the stabil i ty of the overal l  system. The matrix
norm used in this subsection is induced 1-norm.
Lemma 1.[5] Consider the following system
)()]()([)1( tttt xGGx ′+=+ ,                       (10)
If
( 1 ) )(tG  i s  e x p o n e n t i a l l y  s t a b l e ,
s a y
00 ),1,0[,0,),(
0 ttcctt tt ≥∈>≤ − γγØ ,  w h e r e
)(tG  is interval matrix, and ),( 0ttØ  are state tran-
sition matrix of system;
(2) δ≤′ )(tG ;
(3) )1,0[)( ∈+ δγ c ;
Then system (10) is exponentially stable.
The overall attitude system of the multivariable
characteristic model based golden section adaptive
















































































where TtytHtytHyy )]()(,0),()(,0[),( 122121 −−=F .






Theorem 1. Consider the overall system (11), at
)0()( xx =t .  Assumpt ion 1  i s  sa t i s f i ed ,  and there
exists a proper sample time 
0h  such that
)()()1( ttt xGx =+ ,                              (12)
is exponentially stable. That is, )1,0[,0 ∈∃>∃ γc
such that the state transition matrix of system (12),
denoted by ),( 0ttØ ,  satisfies
0),( 0
ttctt −≤ γØ .
If the following condition is satisfied
1<+ δγ c
The system (11) is locally exponentially stable.
Proof . The proof of this theorem uses the same
method as in ref. [5], and therefore, it is omitted in
th i s  work .
According to Theorem 1,  the stabi l i ty  of the
multivariable characteristic model based golden sec-
tion adaptive control system is checked up by three
steps. First, ignore the channel coupling and test the
s tab i l i t y  of  two in terva l  t ime-vary ing  sys tem.  I f
both two channels are exponentially stable, then c
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and γ  are calculated.  Second, compute the norm
bounds of the coupling terms. Finally, compute in-
equality 1<+ δγ c  to see if the conditions of Theo-
rem 1 are al l  satisfied.
The first step is to test the closed loop stability
for system (12).
The k  step state transition matrix has following
structure :
)()...2()1(),( 00000 tktkttkt GGGØ −+−+=+ .





























G iven  0929.0)(0 1 << tf l ,  )(1)()( 121 tftftf lll −<< ,  we
obtain
0929.01)}(1),(1max{),1( 02101100 +≤++=+ tftfttØ .
W h e n  2=k ,  n o t i c i n g  t h a t





















































G i v e n  0929.0)(0 1 << tfl ,  )(1)()( 121 tftftf lll −<< ,  w e
obtain
2
210221101200 0929.01})(,)(max{),2( −≤++=+ ϕϕ tftfttØ .
Lemma 2. The necessary and sufficient condition
of the interval varying system (12) to be exponen-
t ia l ly  stable is  as fol low. If  k∃ ,  and Ν∈∀∃ 0, tγ ,
such that the following condition is satisfied
1),( 00 <≤+ γtktØ .
Proof . The proof of this theorem uses the same
method as in ref. [5], and therefore, it is omitted in
th i s  work .
S ince  10929.01),2( 200 <−≤+ ttØ ,  i t  i s  c l e a r
that system (12) is exponentially stable according to









The second step is to estimate the upper limit of
the dynamic coupling.


































Then we can choose 064.0=δ . For system (11)
assumption 1 is satisfied.
The th i rd  s tep i s  to  tes t  the  sa t i s fact ion of








+−=+ δγ c .
The above 1-norm results demonstrate that the
overal l  system is  exponent ia l ly  stable .  The mult i -
variable characterist ic model based golden section
adaptive controller stabil ize the closed loop at the
test point.
4  Numerical simulation
To test the stability of the multivariable charac-
teristic model based golden section adaptive control
system, a simple numerical simulation is presented,
which uses the example of TDRS(Tracking and Data
Relay Satell ite). The model of TDRS is same as in
Ref. [6]. The initial angle of attitude of satellite and
point ing of  antenna are  set  to  0  and 0 .5  degree
respectively. The golden section adaptive controller
based on multivariable characteristic model is used.
Figure 2 gives the angle of attitude of satellite and
pointing of antenna, and figure 3 gives the angular
speed of attitude of satellite and pointing of antenna.
The results show the closed loop system of TDRS and
controller is stable.
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5  Conclusion
In order to address the stability problem of the
multivariable characteristic model based golden sec-
tion adaptive control system, a method of calculating
limited number of induced matrix 1-norm is used.
First he multivariable characteristic model based golden
section adaptive controller is proposed, and the closed
loop system is obtained. Second, the dynamic cou-
pling is ignored, and with some conservation, the
closed loop system is viewed as interval time-varying
systems, which is tested to be stable by a sufficient
and necessary condition. Finally, the dynamic cou-
pling is considered, and the stability of overall sys-
tem is presented with a sufficient condition. In this
Figure 2  Angle of satellite and antenna
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Figure 3  Angular speed of satellite and antenna
paper, not only the stability of system we give, but
also a new path to determine the adjustable param-
eters of golden section adaptive control law, which is
a complicated problem for the controller. It is should
be pointed that the matrix norm used in this paper
also could be induced matrix ∞ -norm. In the end,
the numerical simulation of TDRS validates the sta-
bility of the multivariable characteristic model based
golden section adaptive control system.
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